The role of 99Tcm-HMPAO white cell imaging in suspected orthopaedic infection.
Accurate diagnosis is essential for the effective management of suspected bone infection. Current imaging techniques have had limited success and further work is required. Although white cell labelling techniques have been available for many years the radiopharmaceuticals employed have disadvantages, particularly in their availability and suitability for imaging. These problems have been overcome by the use of 99Tcm-HMPAO as an in vitro leukocyte labelling agent. The aims of this study were to assess retrospectively its role and accuracy in imaging orthopaedic infection and to compare the results with three-phase bone imaging. 30 patients with suspected bone infection underwent three-phase methylene diphosphonate (MDP) bone imaging and labelled leukocyte imaging on separate occasions. 16 bone scans were positive for infection, of which 14 were subsequently confirmed, and there were no false negatives. There were no false positive white cell studies and only one infection was not identified. 99Tcm-HMPAO white cell imaging has been shown to be an accurate technique for the diagnosis of bone infection but should be performed only following a positive finding on three-phase bone scanning, since the latter is highly sensitive but significantly less expensive, making it a more appropriate screening procedure.